
Owned by European yachting enthusiasts, NISI has gathered 
an experienced yacht building and management team that is 
dedicated to superb quality and uncompromising excellence. 

Headed by founder and CEO, Christos Livadas, a successful venture capitalist and 
avid yachtsman, NISI Yachts has proven that world-class luxury yachts can be 
built to exacting western standards in main land China. 

Established in 2004, and in order to ensure the quality of his personal yachts, Livadas con-
structed a new state-of-the-art shipyard located across the water from Hong Kong. Train-
ing staff capable of producing some of the finest and strongest performing yachts in the 
world, NISI has become one of the most talked about yacht builders in decades. 
“Our goal was to merge Western-style management and quality control with the artisanship 
and strong Asian work ethic and put the savings accrued in manpower and infrastructure costs 
back into the vessels to create mega yachts with an extraordinary level of finish,” says Livadas. 

Quality construction. Attention to detail. Innovation. 
Without a doubt delivering the best built yachts in her class, NISI has established a following 
by those who desire exclusivity and a unique yachting experience.
“China is an emerging market that has established its ability to create luxury products. We 
deliver credibility and quality in yacht building,” continues Livadas. “Executing on projects 
as sophisticated as NISI to such perfection is only viable in China.”
NISI’s most talked-about design element, “the experience of discovering the perfect beach 
club”, inspires interior styles that have awakened a new mindset amongst yacht owners.

Award winning team and strength in partnerships.
The NISI semi-custom series is designed collaboration with acclaimed US-based design 
firm, Setzer Yacht Architects.
“Working with NISI is always inspiring. With the 1700 project, the design process resembled 
that of an aircraft more than a yacht, and in many ways beyond just her jet propulsion,” says 
Ward Setzer, designer and naval architect. “Like an airplane fuselage, we wanted a light-
weight hull shell with sufficient stiffness to safely sustain loads at high-speeds without sacri-
ficing too much vital space for interior accommodations.” Setzer noted that meticulous weight 
tracking and careful ergonomic planning were keys to meeting these goals. “The end result,” 
says Setzer, “is an ultra-modern, plumb bow cruiser that is spacious enough to provide the 
sensation of a larger vessel, yet responsive enough to perform like a nimble express yacht.”
The recently launched NISI 1700 (17m/58’) yields 41-knot top and 33-knot cruise speeds. 
She is driven by twin UltraJets, mated to 1,150hp CAT C-18 engines. (The 1700 is also avail-
able with Cummins Zeus or Volvo IPS pod propulsion systems.) 
NISI itself is the leader in advanced FRP/Composite construction. With a management team 
that is highly skilled and with over 75 years combined superyacht building experience, NISI 
has one of the strongest shipyards in the region. 
“We created the NISI Collection to provide the yacht owner with an effortless yachting experi-
ence “ says NISI Business Director, Katerina Cozias. “NISI has an enormously flexible design, 
customizable to suit the individual desires. And when it comes to styling, our yachts are a 
one-of-a-kind blend of casual opulence, legendary styling and relaxed chic, like a Hamptons 
beach house or oceanfront penthouse in Miami’s South Beach” she goes on to add.
Combining the highest levels of European and American shipbuilding standards with the 
compelling advantages of western management leveraging Asia’s infrastructure, NISI deliv-
ers world class and represents a new era of quality craftsmanship in the luxury yacht industry. 
NISI Collection ranges from 17 to 26 meters (58 to 88 ft). Custom builds are tailored from 30 
to 45 meters (100 to 145 ft). 
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NISI 1700 XPRESSO was named a finalist for “Most Innovative Design  
of the Year” at the Cannes World Yachts Trophies (2013)

1. NISI 2400 – Salon
2. NISI 2400 – Aft Deck

3. NISI 1700  – Aft Deck
4. NISI 2400 – Ensuite

5. NISI 1700 – Salon

NISI 2400 was awarded “Best Design of the Year” by both the Cannes World Yachts Trophies and the International  
Superyacht Society (2011)

to exper ience  more on NISI ,  v is it  www.nis iyachts .com

NISI YachtS
Without a doubt delivering the best built 
yachts in her class, NISI has established  
a following by those who desire exclusivity 
and a unique yachting experience.


